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1. Theory: Response to light with time-regime of femtosecond
Conventional perturbation theory:
|n>
|m> Light is weak, 
no ionic motion
Strong light and ionic motion
Direct solution 
of these 
equations 
simultaneously
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Computational schemes: TDDFT + MD
Plane wave basis set (Ecut=60 Ry)
Pseudo potentials & Local density Approximation
Single k-point
Suzuki-Trotter split operator for time-dependent 
Kohn-Sham equation
Ehrenfest molecular dynamics (Hellmann-Feynman 
forces on ions) 
Energy conservation rule [YM and H. Zhang, PRB77, 
165123 (2008).]
More details: O. Sugino and YM, PRB59, 2579 (1999); ibid, 
B66, 89901(E) (2002), and the textbook
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2. Inside nanotube: how optical-field propagate?
Applied E-field
Induced E-field
Optical absorption of 
molecules inside CNT
Yanagi et al., PRB74, 155420 (2006).
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λ=800 nm
λ=600 nm
λ=822 nm
Applied
Total
Enhancement of total E-field inside semiconducting nanotubes
t
E
Applied
Total
Total Field
= Applied field 
– Induced field
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Snap shot at 21.8 fs!
600 nm light to (8,0) nanotube with cross-polarization 
hole
electron
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Further adjustment of frequency for (8,0)
Significant E-field enhancement!
Period = 1.952 fs =585nm=2.11 eV
The resonant energy 2.11 eV is similar to E21 energy of (8,0) tube.
(Cf. LDA gap is 1.75 eV.)
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Just published:
H. Zhang and YM, Appl. Phys. Lett. 95, 053109 (2009)
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3. Strong field- ultra short pulse on nanotube
What is ultra short pulse? 
λ=800 nm
FWHM=2 fs
Useful to destroy molecules!
E
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With Maximum E-field 12V/Å
E
An (8,0) nanotube is distorted
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With Maximum E-field 13.6V/Å
E
An (8,0) nanotube is destroyed
The threshold E-field 
is around 12-13.6 V/Å
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the threshold of E-field might depends on (n,m)!
Hopefully
Need volunteers of experimentalists
E
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Another way to make SW-nanotube by pulse laser
Laser ablation of graphite Thermal equilibrium condition
C2, Cn clusters →
grow to several 
shapes of graphene 
patches
Making regular graphene sheets
instead of Cn clusters and 
graphene patches:
more efficient to grow SWCNTs
Laser
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λ= 800 nm
FWHM=45 fs
Emax=3.4V/Å
4. Strong field- pealing off graphene from graphite
E
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No significant concentration of E-field at surface!
Do we excite surface only?
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Reshaping the pulse!
FWMH=45 fs FWMH=10 fs
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Some experimentalists started to check this idea
Japan
US
UK 
…
Maybe Korea, too
Massive high quality 
graphene sheets
Massive 
high quality 
CNTs
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5. Summary
Optical field (enhancement inside CNTs)
Strong pulse (deform/destruct CNTs)
Strong pulse (pealing off graphene sheets)
We wish experimentalists 
challenge these
